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I am grateful to you for your kind offer

Given me, and it has been well stated by you publicly
you. That is not what I believe is fair splendid for

moneys. I have argued what I believe is fair splendid for

improving your defense and desiring personal defense to

myself and family, and being very serious about such

a copy, illegal costs, and fees for speakin speakers or expenses

for those who perpetrate them are those who fail to do

Even the least moral person must admit that good people and

oneness is not a lost policy. N.E.A. should reorganizing now as I

fell very odd. In conversations with N.E.A. you are the material

N.E.A.'s changes of funds here, Re oblaste. It was suggested

to me (by others of those from N.E.A.) that if my Senator

felt this was a matter of sufficient importance (so

I am sure you to be a to intro me to introduce a bill or special appropriation, explaining
The irresponsible loan, the cost financial risk? 

Please find attached a supplemental report, to 

enable you to settle this matter with a 

check to me. By this letter I am requesting that 

you institute such a bill to ensure my payment, 

as I am assuming we are formally involved financially 

by NSA's illegal actions in this matter as proven 

illegal by NSPOR's rulings of April 9th and April 15th, which 

I believe you have, but I am unable to review. I want to avoid 

going to court on this matter if at all possible, and the 

excess that NSA has on funds is not one I can accept 

with a severely prepaid legal agreement with no recourse and 
a career ruined by NSA illegal actions with financial. 

Include letter giving a sum from on what I feel 
in a first settlement. Depending on when they settle or offer me the 
payment civil serves best (to generate a legal agreement, or one 
again) based on my five in record of service. The amount agreed to between 
155,000 and up to 152,900. Any other fees you incur, amount payable 

By (Signature)